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Goal:  
Calibrate the charge monitors 

charge



Hall A Charge Monitor System

Hall A charge monitor consists of an Unser monitor (from the name of its 
inventor) surrounded by two resonant cavities. 

All three devices are inclosed in a big grey thermostabilized box 
which is the first object in the beam line

J.-C. Denard  (2001)

Unser Monitor

Resonant Cavity

Unser: “DC Current transformer” composed of 2 
identical toroidal cores driven in opposite ways 

by an external source.  In absence of any 
current, the sum of the output signals from the 

sense windings around each core his zero. A dc 
current through the cores produces a flux 
imbalance, thus an output signal at even 
harmonics of the excitation frequency.

BCM: Cylindrical wave guide tuned by a micrometrical screw to the nominal 
frequency of the beam: 1.497 GHz. 

A magnetic field probe (loop antenna) is located on the circumference, where the 
electric field is minimum and the magnetic field is maximum.  

The probe is coupled to one of the resonant modes of the cavity to get the signal out. 
Thus the output signal is proportional to the current.



Unser:

Absolute monitor (measure the 
actual current) 

Too sensitive to the temperature, 
changes magnetic fields and 

acoustic waves. 

Resonant Cavities (BCM):

Relative measurement of the current  
More stable 

The Unser is used to calibrate the 
BCMs,.  



The unser

Unser

Counting House

Preamplifier

V/F Converter

DAQ 
(Both Arms)



Calibration of the Unser:

1. Start both HRS run to record the scalers during the calibration 
procedure, if necessary use the clock to take reasonably high 
data rate (above about 50 Hz at least) We used Left clock rescale 
factor at 500. 

2. Using a current source and the wire, send a set of known current 
values through the wire and check the response in the rate of the 
unser.  
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100 uA 100 uA

Current (uA)

Average local background for each one 
of the peaks.

3. Subtract the local background (the background is not 
linear in reality). Meaning that for each current peak, the 
pedestal before and after the peak is calculated (averaged) 
and then it is subtracted from the peak.

50 uA 50 uA

100 uA 100 uA

50 uA 100 uA

4. Calculate the average 
for each current value and 
obtain the gain of the 
Unser with a linear fit. 

Error of the Unser:
1.5µAp
time

Unser calibration
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Left Arm Calibration 

Run Number: 335 Time ~25 minutes
Sent currents: 10,25,50,75,100 (uA)

100uA

50uA

25uA

10 uA

75uA

Offset Reference to compare: 
Argon unser calibration  
p1 0.00248 ± 4.024e-07

p1 = gain

p1 = gain or slope



Remarks of the unser:

Unser Background Simulation

The unser background is similar to a random walk. Therefore, the 
calculation of a total pedestal for all the current values is not 
accurate, and then, a subtraction peak by peak (local 
background) is necessary..

The gain of the unser is very stable and accurate. It did not change  with respect 
to the Argon experiment and/or previous experiments.

For the tritium run, the unser calibration runs correspond to:
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BCM

BCM

down converter Preamplifier V/F Converter DAQ 
(Both Arms)

splitter

Digital  
receiver V/F Converter DAQ 
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BCM signals

d1 (analog reading) 1x amplification 
d3 (analog reading) 3x amplification 

d10 (analog reading) 10x amplification 
 dnew (digital reading) works for all currents 

u1 (analog reading) 1x amplification 
unew (digital reading) works for all currents 

reading the downstream cavityreading the upstream cavity

Each one of the cavities have different readings. 
The analog readings have different type of amplifications. 
However, the upstream cavity only has x1 amplifications.



BCM current ranges

On October 27/17, using the run numbers 90206, 90207, 412 and 413, the range of the bcm were 
measured. 
To get the data we followed the next steps: 
*A function generator was used to simulate the nominal cavity output power, were -40dBm corresponds to 
1uA. 
*The function was connected to the splitter at the cavity output, which goes to the analog and digital 
receivers. 
*The attenuation in the heliax cable between the signal generator and the splitter is -0.65dB. 
*To get the equivalent of 1 muA of output power at the splitter, we set the signal generator a little higher 
-40dBm+0.65dBm = -39.35dBm. 
*Using the definition P(dBm)=10log(I^2 Reff/0.001Watt), and the above power level at 1 muA, then the 
current at any other power level is given in muA by I = 10**(P/20)*92.7897 

After the data analysis, we determined that the bcm ranges are: 

u1->30-100uA 
d1->30-100uA 
d3->5-60 uA 
d10->3-25uA 
unew->2-100uA 
dnew->1-100uA

See log entry https://logbooks.jlab.org/entry/3492651

Therefore for the Tritium run we can use d3, 
d10,  unew or dnew.  

https://logbooks.jlab.org/entry/3492651


BCM calibration collection of data
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After having the unser calibration and with the beam current we proceed to:

1.  Start both HRS run to record the scalers 
during the calibration procedure, if necessary 
use the clock to take reasonably high data 
rate (above about 50 Hz at least) We used Left 
clock rescale factor at 50 

2. It is useful to have someone over in MCC to 
help coordinate the calibration with them, 

3. Take data on carbon target (or any target you 
find useful), the calibration of the bcm, only=y 
look at the scaler bcm in format ion, 
independently of the physics events. 

4. The idea is to have a set of current values to 
calculate the fit. With the limit of 22 uA in the 
tritium target, a good set of data will be: 0, 3, 0   
5 , 0, 7.5, 0, 10, 0, 15, 0 20, 0, 22.5, 0.  Each 
beam period (with or without current) should 
last 90 s. If there is a trip during a beam up 
period, take 90s of beam off and restart that 
beam up period. Each current is repeated two 
times.

bcm rates for the 
calibration run 815 



BCM calibration analyzing the data

1.  Using  the calibration gain of the unser run, calculate the actual unser current for 
each one of the current steps.   

a. Subtract the local background for each one of the current points. 
b. Calculate the average value of the unser frequency after the background 

subtraction. 
c. Use the gain obtained the calibration, to calculate the current of each average 

frequency value. 
2. Since the bcm are low noise devices, the calibration of them does not require 

background subtraction. Then, calculate the average frequency for each one of the 
current values.

Unser Current (uA)
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3. Perform a linear fit between the bcm rate average 
with respect to the unser current related. 
4.. The gain and the offset from the fit will be used to 
calculate the current and the charge of the different 
runs.

I = gainbcm · bcmrate + offset

Q = gain

bcm

· bcm
counts

+ offset · (beam� on� time)



Final Results look like:
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December: Runs 815 (LHRS) and 90436 (RHRS) 
January: Runs 1555 (LHRS) and 90882 (RHRS)

So far, 

The results are in the data base. 

Note: The bcm system is under the supervision of 
Dave Mack



Why the digital receivers read 0 when there is no current in the beam:

There are always noise counts in the background but there is a threshold in the data. 
In the hall, the analog outputs from the receiver are used, which is then re-digitized by the DAQ. 

The receiver chain represents the received signal data with up to 28 bits, the digital-to-analog converters 
are 18-bit. So,it makes a decision about significant bits to output. We currently use the top 18 (of 28), which 
provides full-scale, linear operation (~50 uA). Therefore, any output less than Full-Scale/2^18 (10V/262144 
= 38 uV) is not visible to the outside world. 


